and travel through the Museum. Board the Muslim Street, terracotta warriors, the famous awe-inspiring. Take in the Yuan Dynasty, precipitous hills since Extend your travels cultural landmarks grandeur of the three days prior to 

O P T I O N A L  POST-TOUR EXTENSION: September 12 – 17, 2012

Beijing.
join your tour group on its arrival in Beijing. Return to the U.S.

In Beijing
LA DONG RESTAURANT
Our welcome dinner at the Forbidden City is the finest restaurant in Beijing's dining district.

KEN DE ROUGE
Strictly designed in elegant contemporary style, Ken de Rouge is the finest restaurant in Beijing's Houhai District. For many travelers, this lunch makes for a most pleasant memory of China.

In Lijiang
WINAIRE RESTAURANT
This restaurant features the finest of the ancient villages at Brocade Hill, the ancient villages at Gorges. Disembark spectacular Three Gorges. Disembark

In Tibet
THE BEIJING HOTEL, GARDEN RESTAURANT
This restaurant features to the finest restaurants in China's most important and historic areas, an area of enduring memory of China. Guests at the Beijing Hotel can enjoy high quality, traditionally built Naxi courtyard kitchens and restaurants.

In Shanghai
LV BOI LANG RESTAURANT
Featuring its Shanghai dim sum, this restaurant is the finest restaurants in China's most important and historic areas, an area of enduring memory of China. Guests at the Beijing Hotel can enjoy high quality, traditionally built Naxi courtyard kitchens and restaurants.

In Shangri-La
DINGXIAMG GARDEN RESTAURANT
Located on China's modern economic boom, this restaurant is the finest restaurants in China's most important and historic areas, an area of enduring memory of China. Guests at the Beijing Hotel can enjoy high quality, traditionally built Naxi courtyard kitchens and restaurants.

More Notable Dining Experiences
Enjoy a delightful lunch prepared by local chefs in Beijing's Hutong District. For many travelers, this lunch makes for a most enjoyable memory of China. Travel in China requires good physical condition and energy. Travel in China requires good physical condition and energy.

http://alumni.princeton.edu/journeys
August 30 - Shanghai (B, L, D)
Arrive in Shanghai, China’s largest city and a major center of commerce and industry. On arrival, transfer to the hotel and explore the city on your own. Overnight in Shanghai.

August 31 - Shanghai (B, L, D)
After breakfast, begin your China exploration with a full day of sightseeing. Visit the Yu Gardens, a charming traditional city in China today. The Yu Garden is a classic of its kind, with a large rock garden and a boating lake, surrounded by tall latticed pavilions and teahouses. Explore the pedestrian zone in the old town of Shanghai. In the morning, visit the Yu Garden, a famous historic garden. (B, L)

September 1 - Beijing (B, L, D)
After breakfast, depart for Beijing, China’s capital city. Arrive in the afternoon, check into the hotel, and have dinner at a local restaurant.

September 2 - Beijing (B, L, D)
This morning, visit the Forbidden City, the imperial residence of the Ming and Qing dynasties. The Forbidden City is the largest walled city in the world and one of the most important cultural sites in China. Afternoon free to explore on your own.

September 3 - Beijing (B, L, D)
Today, visit the Great Wall of China, one of the most awe-inspiring landmarks in the world. The Great Wall stretches over 13,000 miles and is a symbol of China’s ancient history and culture. Afternoon free to explore on your own.

September 4 - Beijing (B, L, D)
This morning, visit the Tiananmen Square and the National Museum of China. Afternoon free to explore on your own.

September 5 - Lijiang (B, L, D)
After breakfast, transfer to Lijiang, a charming city nestled in the heart of Yunnan province. Lijiang is a UNESCO World Heritage site and one of the most beautiful cities in China. Afternoon free to explore on your own.

September 6 - Diqing (B, L, D)
After breakfast, visit the Songzanlin Monastery, one of the three great Gelugpa monasteries in Yunnan province. Afternoon free to explore on your own.

September 7 - Shangri-La (B, L, D)
After breakfast, visit the Old City of Shangri-La, a charming village located on the slopes of Mount Haba. Afternoon free to explore on your own.

September 8 - Shangri-La (B, L, D)
Today, visit the Old City of Shangri-La, a charming village located on the slopes of Mount Haba. Afternoon free to explore on your own.

September 9 - Shangri-La (B, L, D)
After breakfast, visit the Shechu Festival, a traditional festival celebrated in Shangri-La. Afternoon free to explore on your own.

September 10 - Shangri-La (B, L, D)
This morning, visit the Dayan Temple, a beautiful temple located on the slopes of Mount Haba. Afternoon free to explore on your own.

September 11 - Shangri-La (B, L, D)
After breakfast, visit the Tiger Leaping Gorge, a dramatic gorge located on the upper reaches of the Yangtze River. Afternoon free to explore on your own.

September 12 - Shanghai (B, L, D)
After breakfast, transfer to Shanghai, China’s largest city and a major center of commerce and industry. Overnight in Shanghai.
If you would like to extend your tour in China, exploring other sites considered jointing one of our post-extension programs. A brochure on each of these extensions will be mailed upon receipt of your reservation.

FABULOUS DINING

Lives of Great Regional Cuisine Traditions

In BEIJING

Da Dong Restaurant

Our welcome dinner as in Da Dong Restaurant, on the grounds of the president restaurant for the Chinese military.

Ken De Rouge

Steve describes the elegant contemporary style, Ken de Rouge is an intimate 50’s with its famous mirror, tranquil views of the Hotel Miramar, and tranquil views of the peninsula.

In LIJIANG

WANUAR RESTAURANT

The premier location in the town of Lijiang, Wanuar features an extensive wine list, and请根据上下文，在下面的句子中填入合适的中文词汇：丽江老君山

In SHANGHAI

LU BO LANG RESTAURANT

Flourish in the Shanghai dining scene, taste many of our favorite foods. Dishes are noted for their own originality and flavorful dishes.

DINCHENG GARDEN RESTAURANT

Stuffed with the excellence of the Dragon Xiang, this restaurant is a treasure house of dishes, filled with the originality and uniqueness of the Dragon Xiang, this restaurant is a treasure house of dishes, filled with the storyline, and as a result.

MORE NOTABLE DINING EXPERIENCES

Enjoy a select of delightful dishes prepared by local in their own cuisine in the Peppi’s Grill Restaurant. For many travelers, this meal makes for an enduring memory of China.

CHINA & TIBET: YESTERDAY, TODAY, AND TOMORROW

Exploring the Buddhist Shangri-La & Sublime Natural Wonders

August 30 – September 12, 2012

Bellevue, Xiamen, Zhongdian, Lhasa & Shanghai

STUDY LEADS

Lyn Y. White, Professor of Politics and International Affairs, Princeton University, will serve as Peer Mentor Study Leader. A specialist in Asian development and policy, Dr. White will evaluate interactive content, specific activities, and videos that will take the place of their original presentation and deliver relevant feedback.

www.princetonjouneys.com

ALUMNI.corn

"A Princeton Journey is to travel into China's past, present and future. To be immersed by a body of knowledge, from History and Political Science, to Art and Architecture, to Cultural Studies, and the Economy.

TERMS & CONDITIONS

Readers are subject to the terms and conditions of the Office of the Alumni Association, Princeton University, through its Office of the Alumni Association and Princeton Journeys. As a service to our travelers, the Office of the Alumni Association provides this information to answer questions before, during or after your tour. Princeton Journeys encourages you to have your questions or concerns that may arise before, during, or after your tour. Princeton Journeys is pleased to provide this

CANCELLATION POLICIES

Cancellation penalties based on the date of receipt

91 or more days prior to departure, $2,500 per person; 90-46 days prior to departure, $2,500 per person; 45-30 days prior to departure, $2,500 per person; 29-0 days prior to departure, no refund is made.

Refunds and credits will be made to the original source of payment. The extension will be subject to the terms and conditions of the Office of the Alumni Association and Princeton Journeys, is pleased to provide this information to answer your questions before, during or after your tour. Princeton Journeys encourages you to have any questions or concerns that may arise before, during, or after your tour. Princeton Journeys is pleased to provide this information to answer your questions before, during or after your tour. Princeton Journeys encourages you to have your questions or concerns that may arise before, during, or after your tour. Princeton Journeys is pleased to provide this information to answer your questions before, during or after your tour. Princeton Journeys is pleased to provide this information to answer your questions before, during or after your tour.

www.princetonjouneys.com


Optional Extensions
If you would like to extend your stay in China exploring other sites, consider joining one of our extension tours to further enhance your trip.

Optional Pre-Tour Extension: August 27 – 31, 2012
Chengdu Summer Palace

- The tour includes two nights in Chengdu with tours of the Jinsha Site and the Shu Han and Tang Tombs.
- Explore local culinary experiences and learn about the history and culture of the Chengdu region.
- Visit the nearby town of Leshan to see the iconic Leshan Giant Buddha.

Optional Post-Tour Extension: September 13 – 16, 2012
Guilin, Yangshuo & Longsheng

- Visit the ancient town of Xingping and explore its historic streets.
- Enjoy the natural beauty of the Lijiang River, kayaking through scenic canyons.
- Experience the lush green landscapes of Longsheng with its hanging rice terraces.

Optional Post-Tour Extension: September 13 – 17, 2012
Kunming & Yangtze River Cruise

- Experience the vibrant city of Kunming with its unique culture and natural beauty.
- Cruise the Yangtze River from Chongqing to Shanghai, visiting historical sites and natural wonders.

FABULOUS DINING – Savoir Chine’s Great Regional Cuisine Traditions

- Welcome to China, where the culinary arts have been revered and celebrated for centuries.
- Discover the rich flavors and distinctive culinary styles of various regions.
- From the spicy Sichuan cuisine to the delicate Cantonese dishes, each dish tells a story of its own.

Welcome to China

Dear Participants,

From the transportation and modern cities to the rural areas, China’s vast geography ensures a wide range of experiences. From historical sites to natural wonders, this journey offers something for everyone.

For more details on the tour itinerary, please refer to the attached document.

With kind regards,

[Signature]

Leslie Jennings Rowley
S95

China Journeys

TOUR INCLUDES
- Flights: All round-trip flights between departure cities and Beijing.
- Accommodations: 4-star hotels throughout the itinerary.
- Meals: All breakfasts, select lunches, and dinners.
- Guided tours: Professional English-speaking tour guides.
- Transportation: All transportation as specified in the itinerary.

CANCELLATION POLICY
- 60-31 days prior to departure, a cancellation fee of $500 per person will be charged.
- 45-30 days prior to departure, a cancellation fee of $1,500 per person will be charged.
- 30-0 days prior to departure, a cancellation fee of $2,500 per person will be charged.
- Full cancellation fee incurred for any cancellations made within 0 days of departure.

IN COMING YEARS, CHINA’S rapid economic and social development will lead to incremental changes in the itinerary. Modifications will be made at the discretion of Princeton Journeys. Should weather or other circumstances make it impossible to visit a site or accomplish the itinerary as planned, the tour will visit other sites of equal or greater interest. All attempts will be made to provide a quality experience within the budgeted funds.

TRAVEL INSURANCE
- It is highly recommended that all participants purchase travel insurance to cover medical emergencies, trip cancellations, and other unforeseen circumstances.

ALTITUDE MODIFICATIONS
- Refer to the health and altitude precautions section for guidelines.

SPECIAL DIETS
- Modified meals and accommodations may be available upon request.

Travelers are responsible for their own visas and ensuring they are valid for the duration of the trip.

With kind regards,

[Signature]

Leslie Jennings Rowley
S95

China Journeys

Stop by our Princeton University travel office located in the Princeton University Library to meet with our travel advisors. We are pleased to act as a liaison with tour operators should you desire to travel to China on your own. In such instances, full or partial payments may be required to secure your space.

If you are interested in reserving your space, please contact us at:

info@chinaadvo.com

Chinaditoursales@chinaadvo.com

Cell: 609-921-4015

For more details on the tour itinerary, please refer to the attached document.
Welcome to China

China is a vast and varied country, spanning from the metropolitan and modern cities of Beijing and Shanghai to the rural and historic landscapes of the Yangtze River, the world’s third longest river. With a rich history dating back over 5,000 years, China offers a unique and diverse travel experience, from the ancient emperors’ palaces to the bustling streets of modern cities.

Weaving through China...

China is a land of contrasts, from the bustling cities to the tranquil countryside. Our tour will take you from Beijing, the capital and cultural center, to Shanghai, the modern economic hub. In between, you’ll visit historic sites like the Great Wall of China, the Forbidden City, and the Terracotta Army. You’ll also have the opportunity to experience the natural wonders of China, such as the spectacular Three Gorges Dam and the beautiful Yangtze River.

In addition to the historical sites, China is also a land of delicious food. From the famous Peking Duck to the spicy Sichuan cuisine, you’ll have the chance to sample a wide variety of local dishes. You’ll also have the opportunity to learn about Chinese culture and history, including the tea culture and traditional Chinese medicine.

Your travel experience is enhanced by your tour leader, who will ensure that you have a safe and enjoyable trip. We’ll provide you with a detailed itinerary, including information on accommodations, meals, and transportation. Your tour leader will also be available to answer any questions you may have.

Contact us today to learn more about our China trip and to reserve your spot.

China Trip Itinerary

Day 1: Beijing

Arrive in Beijing and the tour begins. Meet your Princeton Journeys tour leader at Beijing Capital International Airport. Transfer to the hotel. Free day to explore Beijing.

Day 2: Beijing

Today’s program will provide a look at all the key attractions of Beijing, including the Forbidden City, the Great Wall of China, and the Temple of Heaven. Visit the Forbidden City, which was the home of China’s emperors for over 500 years, and see the cultural and historical significance of this site.

Day 3: Beijing

Visit the Temple of Heaven, which is an important religious site in Beijing and is known for its unique architecture. See the complex of buildings that make up the temple, including the Imperial Vault of Heaven, the Altar of Earth, and the Altar of Heaven.

Day 4: Beijing

Visit the Jingshan Park, which is located near the Forbidden City and offers stunning views of the city skyline. Take a leisurely walk through the park, enjoying the outdoor activities and the beautiful scenery.

Day 5: Beijing

Visit the Shaolin Monastery, which is one of the most famous Buddhist temples in China. See the unique architecture of the temple and the beautiful grounds.

Day 6: Shanghai

Fly from Beijing to Shanghai, where you will begin your tour of Shanghai. Visit the Bund, a historic waterfront district, and take a ferry ride on the Huangpu River.

Day 7: Shanghai

Visit the Shanghai Oriental Pearl Tower, which is the second-tallest tower in the world. Enjoy the panoramic views of the city from the observation deck.

Day 8: Shanghai

Visit the Shanghai Museum, which is dedicated to the art and history of China. See a wide variety of Chinese art and culture.

Day 9: Shanghai

Visit the Yu Garden, which is a traditional Chinese garden. See the beautiful architecture and gardens.

Day 10: Shanghai

Visit the Zhujiajiao Water Town, which is a traditional Chinese water town. See the beautiful architecture and gardens.

Day 11: Shanghai

Visit the Shanghai Jazz Club, which is a popular jazz club in Shanghai. Enjoy a night of live jazz music.

Day 12: Shanghai

End of tour. Return to the U.S.

China Trip Highlights

- Visit the Forbidden City, the Temple of Heaven, and the Great Wall of China
- Explore the historic Bund waterfront district of Shanghai
- Enjoy live jazz music at the Shanghai Jazz Club
- Experience the beautiful gardens of the Yu Garden and Zhujiajiao Water Town
- Sample traditional Chinese food in Shanghai
China & Tibet: Yesterday, Today, and Tomorrow

August 30 - September 10 • U.S. – BEIJING

This 12-day tour explores some of China’s most significant and historical cities.

Departure: September 10, 2012

Price: $7,990 per Person, Double Occupancy

Accommodations at the Crowne Plaza Hotel in downtown Beijing.

Optional Extensions:

Chengde Pre-Ext.      Guilin Post-Ext  Xian/Yangzi Post-Ext.

Xian/Yangzi Post-Extension $2,290

Single Supplement $2,290

Main Program Land Only, Per Person, Double Occupancy $7,490

More information is available at www.china-advocates.com or by calling 1-888-333-2585.

Price includes:

• All hotel accommodations
• All breakfasts, lunches, and dinners
• All airport transfers and ground transportation
• All tour director services
• All hotel taxes and service charges
• All site admissions and activities listed in the itinerary • Chinese airport taxes • All air and ground transportation within China • Restaurants specializing in regional cuisines or in private homes • All sightseeing, entertainment, and cultural events • All internal transfers • All tipping for tour directors and guides

Price does not include:

• Round-trip airfare from the U.S. continental U.S.
• Visa fees
• Drinks and gratuities
• Shopping and souvenirs

Optional Extensions:

Chengde Pre-Ext.

- Chengde, a small village with a big mountain, is a favorite resort of the Emperors of China.

Guilin Post-Ext

- Discover the world-famous city of Guilin, known as the “garden of the world.”

Xian/Yangzi Post-Extension

- Experience the ancient city of Xi’an, the Shangri-La of the world, and the Yangzi River cruise.

Please make checks payable to “China Advocates.” Final payment is due by June 1, 2012.

Enclosed is a deposit for $ ____________ ($1000 per person) to hold ________ place(s).

Name (1) ____________________________________________________________

Name (2) ____________________________________________________________

Address ____________________________________________________________

City __________ State __________ Zip __________

Phone __________ Fax __________

Email ______________________________________________________________

Travel Agent _________________________________________________________

Princeton Affiliation

Tel: 609.258.8686 • fax: 609.258.5561

journies@princeton.edu

**Private Airport Transfers upon arrival in Beijing and departure in Shanghai are recommended and available through China Advocates. Call 1-888-333-2585**

Airtreks directly at 415-977-7136 or at china-advocates@airtreks.com.

For more information, please contact China Advocates at 1-888-333-2585.

*Price based on 16 travelers and is subject to change.*

For more information, please contact China Advocates at 1-888-333-2585.

*Price based on 16 travelers and is subject to change.*

For more information, please contact China Advocates at 1-888-333-2585.
Hotel Locations & Highlights

For a detailed description of the hotel locations and highlights, please refer to the hotel's official website or brochure.
Hotel Locations & Highlights

One of the keys to a successful program is to choose the ideal hotel locations. Hotels should be located in locations that can offer a rich experience, with some stops a short walk away and others a short shuttle ride away. More information on the highlights and day to day tour plans is below.

1. Shanghai: The St. Regis Hotel is conveniently located in the Puxi district, a UNESCO World Heritage Site. This luxurious hotel is a perfect place to stay, with easy access to nearby attractions such as the Bund and People’s Park.

2. Lijiang: The Tibetans have a long evolutionary history and a strong cultural heritage. The city is unique in its blend of Buddhism and Islam, with a strong influence from Chinese culture. Lijiang is a UNESCO World Heritage Site and is home to a number of scenic spots, including the ancient city walls, the beautiful Xiaohe River, and the traditional white-washed houses.

3. Beijing: The Grand Hotel is conveniently located in the heart of Beijing, with easy access to various cultural and historical sites, such as the Forbidden City, the Imperial Palace, and the Summer Palace.

4. Shanghai: The St. Regis Hotel is conveniently located in the Puxi district, a UNESCO World Heritage Site. This luxurious hotel is a perfect place to stay, with easy access to nearby attractions such as the Bund and People’s Park.

5. Lijiang: The Tibetans have a long evolutionary history and a strong cultural heritage. The city is unique in its blend of Buddhism and Islam, with a strong influence from Chinese culture. Lijiang is a UNESCO World Heritage Site and is home to a number of scenic spots, including the ancient city walls, the beautiful Xiaohe River, and the traditional white-washed houses.

6. Beijing: The Grand Hotel is conveniently located in the heart of Beijing, with easy access to various cultural and historical sites, such as the Forbidden City, the Imperial Palace, and the Summer Palace.

China and Tibet: Yesterday, Today, and Tomorrow

August 30 – 31 • U.S. – Beijing

Arrive in Beijing. Check in to a hotel located in a convenient area of the city. You’ll have a short orientation of Beijing and get freshened up for the journey ahead.

September 1 • Beijing

Traveling from the historic center of Beijing to the Tiananmen Square, you will marvel at the exquisite display of Chinese culture. One of the keys to a successful program is to choose the ideal hotel locations. Hotels should be located in locations that can offer a rich experience, with some stops a short walk away and others a short shuttle ride away.

September 2 • Beijing

After checking out of the Grand Hotel, you’ll have the day to yourself and can explore some of the other historical sites in Beijing, such as the Forbidden City, the Imperial Palace, and the Summer Palace.

September 3 • Beijing – Lhasa

Travel to Lhasa by air, and spend the afternoon exploring the city, visiting the Potala Palace, the Jokhang Temple, and the Changping Gompa. This evening, you’ll have dinner at a local restaurant.

September 4 • Lhasa – Tsangpo

Next, you’ll sail down the Tsangpo (Yarlung) River and tour the Yumbulagang Historic Area, which includes the ancient Tsangpo Bridge and the famous Tsangpo Mummies. You’ll also have time to explore the Barkhor Tourist Street and the Barkhor Monastery.

September 5 • Lhasa

Today, you’ll have a full day to explore Lhasa, visiting the帕拉大廟, the Jokhang Temple, and the Norbulingka Monastery. You’ll also have a chance to see the famous Kunlun Mountains and the Yarlung Tso Lake.

September 6 • Tsangpo – Lhasa

Today, you’ll have a chance to see the famous Kunlun Mountains and the Yarlung Tso Lake. You’ll also have a chance to visit the Shigatse Monastery, which is located on the southern shore of the Yarlung Tso Lake.

September 7 • Lhasa – Beijing

Return to Beijing and spend the day exploring the city, visiting the Forbidden City, the Imperial Palace, and the Summer Palace. Afterward, you’ll have dinner at a local restaurant and check out of the hotel.

September 8 • Beijing – Shanghai

Travel to Shanghai by air, and spend the day exploring the city, visiting the Bund, the Yu Garden, and the People’s Square. You’ll also have time to explore the Nanjing Road and the Shanghai Museum.

September 9 • Shanghai – Shanghai

Today, you’ll have a full day to explore Shanghai, visiting the Bund, the Yu Garden, and the People’s Square. You’ll also have time to explore the Nanjing Road and the Shanghai Museum.

September 10 • Shanghai

After breakfast, you’ll have a chance to see the famous Huangpu River, which flows along the downtown area of Shanghai, before checking out of the hotel.

September 11 • Shanghai – Shanghai

Today, you’ll have a full day to explore Shanghai, visiting the Bund, the Yu Garden, and the People’s Square. You’ll also have time to explore the Nanjing Road and the Shanghai Museum.

September 12 • Shanghai – Departure

After breakfast, you’ll have a chance to see the famous Huangpu River, which flows along the downtown area of Shanghai, before checking out of the hotel.

Accommodations

- Grand Hotel Beijing: Located in the heart of Beijing, with easy access to various cultural and historical sites, such as the Forbidden City, the Imperial Palace, and the Summer Palace.

- Lhasa: The Tibetans have a long evolutionary history and a strong cultural heritage. The city is unique in its blend of Buddhism and Islam, with a strong influence from Chinese culture. Lijiang is a UNESCO World Heritage Site and is home to a number of scenic spots, including the ancient city walls, the beautiful Xiaohe River, and the traditional white-washed houses.

- Shanghai: The St. Regis Hotel is conveniently located in the Puxi district, a UNESCO World Heritage Site. This luxurious hotel is a perfect place to stay, with easy access to nearby attractions such as the Bund and People’s Park.

Not Included:

- Airfares
- Travel insurance
- Items of a personal nature

Program Cost:

- Cost per person: $4,000
- Single supplement: $890
- Guilin Post-Extension: $1,990
- Single supplement: $2,290
- insurance: $300

Additional Information:

- The program is subject to change without notice.
- The program is subject to change without notice.
- The program is subject to change without notice.
Hotel Locations & Highlights

August 30 – 31 • U.S. – BEIJING
1-day visit to historical Yuyuan Gardens, the 1559 Ming Dynasty Garden is Shanghai’s most famous landmark, located in the heart of Shanghai. The garden features nine different sections, each featuring a different landscape. The garden is said to be the most beautiful garden in all of China and is a must-see when visiting Shanghai.

September 1 • BEIJING
Arrival in Beijing. Sightseeing tour including Monument Valley, Tian’Anmen Square, Forbidden City, & the Great Wall of China. The Forbidden City is a palace complex that served as the imperial palace for the Ming and Qing dynasties. It is the largest palace complex in the world and is a must-see when visiting Beijing.

September 2 • BEIJING
A half day visit to the holy Lama Temple and a traditional Peking Opera performance. The Lama Temple is the largest Lamaist temple in the world and is a must-see when visiting Beijing. The Peking Opera performance is a traditional Chinese opera that is performed in Beijing.

September 3 • BEIJING
Excursion to Badaling Great Wall, with the same tour guide. This is a must-see when visiting Beijing. The Great Wall of China is a series of fortifications made of stone, brick, tamped earth, wood, and other materials, generally built along the historic northern borders of China, to protect against invasions from north Wholesale.

September 4 • LHASA
Lhasa, the capital of Tibet, is located at an altitude of 3,650 meters (11,975 feet). It is the official residence of His Holiness the Dalai Lama. Lhasa is a city of rich cultural heritage and is a must-see when visiting Tibet. The city is home to many temples and monasteries, including the Jokhang Temple and the Potala Palace.

September 6 • ZHONGDIAN
Tour the Tibetan Zhiyun Lamasery, an ancient monastic complex. This is a must-see when visiting Zhongdian. The lamasery is a Tibetan Buddhist monastery and is a must-see when visiting Zhongdian.

September 8 • XIAN
Visit the famous Terracotta Army, a collection of terracotta sculptures depicting the armies of Qin Shi Huang, who unified China in 221 BC. The emperor's funerary complex was discovered in 1974. The terracotta sculptures are a must-see when visiting Xian.

September 9 • XIAN
Visit the famous Shaanxi History Museum, which houses one of the largest China & Tibet: Yesterday, Today, and Tomorrow

Hotel Locations & Highlights

China & Tibet: Yesterday, Today, and Tomorrow

August 30 – 31 • U.S. – BEIJING
1-day visit to historical Yuyuan Gardens, the 1559 Ming Dynasty Garden is Shanghai’s most famous landmark, located in the heart of Shanghai. The garden features nine different sections, each featuring a different landscape. The garden is said to be the most beautiful garden in all of China and is a must-see when visiting Shanghai.

September 1 • BEIJING
Arrival in Beijing. Sightseeing tour including Monument Valley, Tian’Anmen Square, Forbidden City, & the Great Wall of China. The Forbidden City is a palace complex that served as the imperial palace for the Ming and Qing dynasties. It is the largest palace complex in the world and is a must-see when visiting Beijing.

September 2 • BEIJING
A half day visit to the holy Lama Temple and a traditional Peking Opera performance. The Lama Temple is the largest Lamaist temple in the world and is a must-see when visiting Beijing. The Peking Opera performance is a traditional Chinese opera that is performed in Beijing.

September 3 • BEIJING
Excursion to Badaling Great Wall, with the same tour guide. This is a must-see when visiting Beijing. The Great Wall of China is a series of fortifications made of stone, brick, tamped earth, wood, and other materials, generally built along the historic northern borders of China, to protect against invasions from north Wholesale.

September 4 • LHASA
Lhasa, the capital of Tibet, is located at an altitude of 3,650 meters (11,975 feet). It is the official residence of His Holiness the Dalai Lama. Lhasa is a city of rich cultural heritage and is a must-see when visiting Tibet. The city is home to many temples and monasteries, including the Jokhang Temple and the Potala Palace.

September 6 • ZHONGDIAN
Tour the Tibetan Zhiyun Lamasery, an ancient monastic complex. This is a must-see when visiting Zhongdian. The lamasery is a Tibetan Buddhist monastery and is a must-see when visiting Zhongdian.

September 8 • XIAN
Visit the famous Terracotta Army, a collection of terracotta sculptures depicting the armies of Qin Shi Huang, who unified China in 221 BC. The emperor’s funerary complex was discovered in 1974. The terracotta sculptures are a must-see when visiting Xian.

September 9 • XIAN
Visit the famous Shaanxi History Museum, which houses one of the largest Credit Card Number: __________________________________ Exp. Date _______CVV Code : _______
Name (2) ________________________________________________________ _ _ _ _ _________ _ _
Address_______________________________ City ______________ State _____ Zip _________
Phone ___________________________ Fax ___________________________
E-mail ___________________________ Phone ___________________________
Signature ___________________________ Credit Card #: ___________________________ Exp. Date: ___________________________
Airtreks directly at 415-977-7136 or at china-advocates@airtreks.com.

All prices are per person, double occupancy, unless otherwise noted. Custom pricing available for groups of 10 or more. 20% group discount applied to single supplement. Depending on space availability, group pricing will be extended to individual travelers. Visa/MC 3 digits on back, Amex 4 digits on front.)
and travel through the General Stilwell’s terracotta warriors, spectacular karst precipitous hills since terraces cut into River. Known for rice exploration of the extend your travels in all of China. The garden complex cultural landmarks than 300 years, this few hours drive of the Summer Palace at the grandeur of the main program joining one of these pre- and post-extension programs. A brochure on each of the 8 Ip in 2012

GUILIN, YANGSHUO & LONGSHENG

Join your tour group on its arrival in and many more. The ancient villages at from the seabed some mountains thrust up the amazing Three Xiang, this restaurant-in-a-mansion is often cited as one of the most beautiful gardens in China. This restaurant features traditional Tibetan specialties and many more.

As a service to its travelers, the Office of the Alumni Association strives to work with tour operators should you familiarize yourself thoroughly with the tour operator’s facilities and services, and to act as a liaison with tour operators should you need additional information or assistance.

Welcome to China

Dear Participants,

From the spectacular and modern city of Xian to the enduring memory of China. In all its complexity—must be experienced by today’s global citizen. Join Professor Lynn Levenson for a journey into China’s past, present, and future.

The train journey is followed by a visit to China’s region of highest diversity and cultural richness. The program includes a visit to the Kechu hotel Garden Restaurant, which features traditional Tibetan specialties and many more. In addition, the program includes a visit to the Xiang Hotel Garden Restaurant, which features traditional Tibetan specialties and many more.

For many travelers, this lunch makes for a most spectacular dining experience in Beijing. The office of the Alumni Association is pleased to act as a liaison with tour operators should you need additional information or assistance.